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Abstract
The concept and methodology for interactive design of Methods of Statement based on the use of technical and informational models, technological charts, and 3D models of construction facilities is suggested. The article presents the peculiarities and principles for the speed-up assembling (erection, disassembling) of unified modular structures, pre-fabricated block sections, their transportation and rapidly erected modular buildings. The high speed of construction is reached due to the qualitative interactive Method of Statement, logistics of sequence and completeness of information, use of BIM technologies, unconditional use of permanent quality control of works execution at all construction stages with the automatic control of accuracy as to positioning of construction structures and execution of construction and technological operations.
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Introduction
In the modern context of construction operations, there is the burning need for elaboration of a comprehensive assessment methodology and analysis for engineering solutions efficiency, selection of a rational technology for bulk modulus erection in definite construction conditions. It is impossible to speed up the scientific and technical progress in the field of high-speed construction of modular buildings without large-scale implementation of principally new technologies ensuring high labor capacity, efficiency and quality of modular buildings erection. The search for the optimal technology for modular buildings construction is connected with the definition of cumulative parameters and characteristics of the system providing the minimization of stated costs, labor input and work duration, social and economical, ergonomical and other requirements (Adam, 2001; Asaul, et al., 2004; Afanasiev, et al. 2000; Afanasiev and Afanasiev, 1998; Bolotin, et al., 2011; Verstov and Badyin, 2010; Kazakov and Sychev, 2015).

In recent years in the construction practice, we rarely meet a detailed Method of Statement. It is explained for the following reasons: unavailability or respective companies and specialists, qualified designers, construction engineers able to quickly and qualitatively perform the project order; outdated regulatory reference base considering for the project safety, environmental compatibility, efficiency, constructability; non-availability of orders and necessity for the mandatory availability of this document, Method of Statement, for the project construction and handover to the State Commission. Instead of the detailed plan for the Method of Statement, the quarterly schedule for extent of financing is presented. The dynamic technology for the construction and works execution is replaced with the static master plan combined with the site plan of all the engineering and technical communications. The prevalence of the work organization over the technology often leads to negative issues related to the works safety, accidents, injuries, workers death, buildings structures collapse (Matveyev, 2000; Ugorelova, 2000; Anderson and Anderson, 2007; Day, 2011; Fudge and Brown, 2011; Knaack, et al., 2012).

The Method of Statement is an organizational and process document elaborated for project implementation and working documents preparation
and defining the construction works processes (technological processes and operations), quality of their performance, time, resources, and safety events (Central Scientific Research Institute of the Organization for Building Mechanization and Technical Aid, 2007a).

A process flow chart is the organizational and process document elaborated for the performance of processes and defining the composition of operations and mechanization means, quality requirements, labor input, resources and safety events (Central Scientific Research Institute of the Organization for Building Mechanization and Technical Aid, 2007b).

Summing up the above, we may say that there are contradictions in the design documents for the Method of statement mandatory for completion at construction of any facility.

**Subject, tasks and methods**

The main purpose for creation of the interactive Method of Statement is to realize the tools allowing on the basis of objective (i.e. received with use of measurement devices with a definite accuracy class depending on the control requirements and undergone the state certification through checking laboratories) and actual data for creation of the models of constructed (restored) facilities and make analysis and conformity assessment of the current status (condition) of real facilities at all construction and restoration stages to the accepted design and construction solutions with successive evaluation of scope and cost of the executed works (Figure 1). Besides the system of the interactive Method of Statement is to be able to introduce necessary changes into facilities construction (restoration) schedules on the basis of obtained data which characterize the conformity of the current status of facilities construction (restoration) to the requirements of planning and controlling authorities. On the interactive Method of Statement basis, it is possible to build up the system for support and decision taking for the construction industry (its sections) control and management authorities. The most important function of the interactive Method of Statement is the search of most rational options for control and management with due consideration of various factors impact.

The main purpose for creation of the interactive Method of Statement is to realize the tools allowing on the basis of objective (i.e. received with use of measurement devices with a definite accuracy class depending on the control requirements and undergone the state certification through checking laboratories) and actual data for creation of the models of constructed (restored) facilities and make analysis and conformity assessment of the current status (condition) of real facilities at all construction and restoration stages to the accepted design and construction solutions with successive evaluation of scope and cost of the executed works (Figure 1). Besides the system of the interactive Method of Statement is to be able to introduce necessary changes into facilities construction (restoration) schedules on the basis of obtained data which characterize the conformity of the current status of facilities construction (restoration) to the requirements of planning and controlling authorities. On the interactive Method of Statement basis, it is possible to build up the system for support and decision taking for the construction industry (its sections) control and management authorities. The most important function of the interactive Method of Statement is the search of most rational options for control and management with due consideration of various factors impact.
The main method, which is used in the authors’ research is the combination of BIM and real-world example of the construction progress, which is integrated closely enough with structures stocks, machines fleet, regulatory requirements, technical regulations considering construction quality control, safety, reliability, efficiency (Figure 2).

Results

On the face the glasses do not differ from common ones however they show the additional information about many characteristics and technical and economical values of processes: movement speed of cranes, machines, mechanisms, transport; safe operational distance; productive and labor capacities; In the perception of the authors the technology of interactive Method of Statement will allow for receiving of 3D visualization of such processes as structures erection, assembling of complex joints and units of technological equipment considering works execution safety and erection accuracy with use the installed piezometric senses, GPS or GLONASS senses. Materially all norms of set of rules (SP), SNiP, ENiR, VNIR, TER, MRT, etc. are included in the PC memory with glasses intake unit. There is no need for a paper drawing in many copies.

In AutoCAD in the coordinate imaging system it is possible to design the electronic version of all plants, erection elements tying-in to a building grid for spatial orientation of erection of structures with senses, elements cut and paste and object editing; to inspect various variants and versions many times prior to print out. Several floating viewports for complex object may be created. Following the comparative analysis and comparison, the optimal variant is to be selected as the final solution of a certain engineering task.

BIM Method of Statement presents the possibility of operative obtaining of required information often without any additional queries to a designer and line management. The advantages of the technology for the interactive Method of Statement BIM are evident for the model allows for monitoring the project from inside with all its interrelations and details of space and planning and engineering and technological solutions, applied materials and equipment.

Construction companies in the course of the developer’s project implementation face the necessity for the control of completeness and quality of construction and erection works execution. It is possible to timely obtain actual information about construction progress, constantly control execution of technical plans for construction from various sources: reports, communication means, construction sites. However, there is a more efficient, simple and fast way of obtaining the information for taking decisions — the construction progress control system. It allows obtaining evaluation summaries for all the constructed facilities in real time and if required perform the operative analysis of critical situations by a foreman, a site supervisor, chief engineer.

Thus, the interactive system for control of the works execution, as the main research result, is the uniform closed electronic space created by integration of information technologies used by all the specialists participating in implementation of a facility — from survey and design to construction. The implementation of such system for the works execution is to be considered as an innovation approach aimed at getting new competitive advantages by a construction company and receiving true economic feedback from the funds invested into the project. The informational system of the interactive Method of Statement being correctly adjusted is aimed at constant monitoring of ongoing processes in a monitored facility as regards the set program of its development, helps to reveal causes of arising deviations, non-use of reserves and possibilities of enhancing of construction efficiency, helps to elaborate variants of optimal solutions for elimination of an occurred unfavorable situation in the form of inaccurate erection of structures, violation of requirements of the Method of Statement, concealment of defect (Figure 2).

Accordingly, the objective control service of construction stages by means of the interactive Method of Statement lies in the formation of the generations of spatial data on a constructed facility and is as follows (Figure 3):

- Service of gathering information on the basis of satellite data, aerial photography and surface laser scanning as the complex of events aimed at the formation of the generations of spatial data, submission of spatial data for control function implementation including the stage of design and survey works.
- Service of data processing including the innovative technologies for digital processing of
spatial data, assessment of construction stages and infrastructure status as well as performance of international norms and requirements of GOST, SP, SNiP.

- Service of analysis, evaluation and visualization of objective information representing the system of events for comparing of the data available on current construction progress of facilities to the design and engineering documents as consistent with construction stages, GOST requirements and regulatory and technical documents including design and engineering ones and keeping the data base up to date.

The interactive control procedure contains several stages. Control measurement is executed one time in a reporting period (e.g. upon closure of a working day). The measurement results are incorporated into respective reporting documents, estimates, etc. as per a regular procedure by an authorized person (controller, foreman, etc.). The survey of a construction facility is taken form fixed locations, viewing angles, etc. with tools by the same authorized person or fixed cameras. The reports are incorporated in databases for data upload into GIS according to BISDM model. The key procedure is the comparison of real construction parameters with design documents. The main sources for data comparison are as follows:

- Reporting documents for the reporting period (incorporated as data bases or respective clauses).
- Field survey results.
- Facility GIS—BISDM-model received from CAD.
- Actual building condition GIS-model (BISDM).

The geoinformation model based on ArcGIS is an architectural solution for the objective control system for construction projects. Modern construction objective control means operate with 4D-models of constructed facilities. 4D unites the facility 3D-model with the respective works of activity progress chart of construction works and includes the 4 parameters: three spatial coordinates and time. Such model allows for visual monitoring of all planning errors by modeling the construction process in time. It is worth noticing that the basis for any objective control system is the geoinformation system (GIS) which is the virtual representation of a construction site (or sites) where facilities are interrelated in geographic space. GIS allows users to get the access to an information model, construction works schedule and other information as to the selected facility and allows management of all levels to assess overall construction progress on all sites. It is possible to say that objective control means represent a special GIS realizing GIS potential and technological solutions for collection, processing and creation of required data on a construction facility.

For recent 30 years, the main methods for forming and management of the construction environment and in adjacent industries have turned out to be unstable. Currently the interested parties most often use in construction projects such technologies as building information model (BIM) among other traditional computer-aided design systems (CAD) in order to create and store the data on buildings. Besides, BISDM (the information model of a building internal space, data model used in GIS software and allowing for efficient geodata exchange and interaction with other platforms (Figure 4, 5). The task for heads of construction companies is query, analysis and submission of this information for all buildings within a district or even more geographic region. Thereby in many cases the construction data is contained in electronic tables and paper or electronic floor-plans without an actually organized data management system.

On account of import and aggregation in GIS of geometric and text data from several files BIM and/ or CAD, all the potential of BIM Method of Statement may be used and extended by way of its integration with related spatial data on the neighbourhood area, district, region (Figure 6).
A significant role in construction project management is played by Integrated Workplace Management System (IWMS). A comprehensive part of the entire construction project life cycle may be done with use of the program IBM TRIRIGA. TRIRIGA functionality allows for solving of the whole set of tasks as regards construction, monitoring and maintenance. The program may be supplied modularly depending on the customer’s requirements.

Conclusions

The main results are given in the general conclusions of the article. Currently the authors make elaborations in field of compatibility of calculated, regulatory and BIM models of a building. In future, it will be possible to introduce corrections to the BIM model based on the results of calculation in the mode of conversion of calculated program complexes files, which will help to avoid the non-compliance of a building calculated model and accepted structural and technological solutions and will make the expertise of a constructed facility and the construction and erection works execution more efficient.

The main conclusions are:

1. This work suggests a methodology (methods, algorithm, software) for high-end system rapidly erected modular buildings, the dependence of the assembly parameters on the technological characteristics of prefabricated modules, comprehensive mechanization facilities and automation of the erecting equipment was defined (operation time and work labour input decreased by 40%, the accuracy of mounting joints increased by 50%).

2. An interactive project of execution of work based on technical and information models, flow diagram and miniatures of construction projects in 5D system of unified modular constructions was developed. New interactive Method of Statement takes into account the dynamic changes of the construction. It is the operative document, based on the vast database of the experimental data on materials, machines, automatic mechanisms, processes and methods of construction.

3. This work suggests the system of complex-virtual support for visual tracking and the choice of the work production optimum alternative and the construction planning design, which eliminates the need to print a large volume of paper documents. The visual design based on the interactive Method of Statement increases the quality of the work
production plan and the construction method statement by 50-55%: during the assembling saves up to 15% of the work and materials cost; saves up to 20% of the time during the assembling modulus; saves the expense of accuracy of calculations up to 10%; saves up to 30% of payroll; saves up to 20% of the equipment and materials value; saves up to 30% on the time and cost of designing.
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